Registered Workshops
Thursday, July 23
Friday, July 24

7:30 AM – 11:30 AM
7:30 AM – 11:30 AM

Thursday Classes
TH1 – A Winter Garden by Sally Manwell
Class Fee: $70
Have you made a beaded tree before? If you haven’t, here is a small tree to try your hand at beading. If you have, here is
another craft to add to your miniature skills. We will bead a tree and a small bush. They will look like they are covered in ice.
The scene has a fence and a birdbath that we will cover in “snow and icicles” and then add a pile of snow to finish the scene.
The scene will be housed in an acrylic box 2 ½” x 2 ½” x 5 ½”. There is enough room to add a figure or an animal.
Minimum Skill Level: Intermediate
¼” scale
TH2 – Small Shaker Sewing Stand by Shannon Moore
Class Fee: $84
This versatile set of cabinet drawers is a timeless piece. It was originally made of pine as a Shaker sewing stand featuring the
standard Shaker graduating drawer size. The piece had such things as a small removable writing surface stored in the top full
drawer, graceful curves on the sides, and two smaller drawers above. We’ve kept those features in our version but have chosen
to make our version of cherry. The lines and size of this piece allow it to be used in many different eras and for many different
purposes. The parts will be precut so that the emphasis of the class can be placed on assembly and final “tweaking” of this
piece in the time allowed. 2 1/8” W x 1 ½” D x 2 5/8” H
Minimum Skill Level: Intermediate
1” scale
TH3 – Fun in the Snow by Donna Eckel
Class Fee: $109
This little toddler sure is having fun playing in the snow. But before she can do that, she needs help in getting dressed. We will
be making her red corduroy outfit by gluing it together. No sewing! We will be making her boots from white leather and
cardstock. You will be given a knitted scarf, hat and mittens to complete her outfit. After she is dressed, we will give her some
hair. She is fully posable so you can position her any way you wish: a snow angel, standing, sitting, kneeling, etc. We will also
be making snow- as much as you’d like and, in any shape that you want. You are welcome to bring accessories to complete
your scene, i.e. dog, sled, etc. The dog pictured is not included.
Minimum Skill Level: All levels
1” scale
TH4 – Succulent Dish Garden & Wreath by Charrita Teague
Class Fee: $34
Students will learn how to make succulents that look realistic. These materials are not plastic. Students will complete a dish
garden and a wreath in class. Lots of techniques and helpful hints will be shared.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1” or ¼” scale
TH5 – Modern Mackenzie Inspired Desk with Accessories by Kim Carlson
Class Fee: $89
Create a modern style desk with Mackenzie-Childs inspired flair. The desk and stool set includes all desk and decorative
accessories. Travel theme items included are books, magazines, photos and passports; but these can easily be swapped out
with craft and art supplies, or by adding a mirror, the desk can be turned into a lovely vanity. Samples of different ideas will be
available to inspire. Desk lamp in photo is NOT included but will be one of many prizes’ students can win while taking the class.
Everyone will leave a winner. All materials are included with 90% of the prep work completed in the kit. Instructor will have all
necessary tools, paint and supplies beyond a regular toolbox. All students will go home with a finished workshop. This is quick
and easy and fun for all skill levels.
Minimum skill level: Beginner
1” scale
TH6 – Wind Chime by Hillary Lee
Class Fee: $67
Create this melodious wind chime from a mélange of materials including silver, steel, aluminum, brass, wood, turquoise, and
mother of pearl. Cut and edge-finish the varied tube lengths. Use a drill press to set the holes and string the tubes through a
disc form. (Disc holes have been pre-drilled so the project can be completed in the allotted workshop time.) Position silver
findings (silver or turquoise) along the center chain for the clapper and affix a wind-catcher at the end (silver or mother-of-pearl).
Top the unit with a disc of decorated wood encircled with a silver annulus. Decorate it with your favorite “precious gems” (dabs
of acrylic paint). Measures approximately ½” W x 2” long.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1” scale

Registered Workshops Continued
Thursday Classes (continued)
TH7 – Elegant Dishes by Lisa Engler
Class Fee: $79
Join Lisa to learn how to paint Chrysnbon dishes to appear as china for setting a great table or for filling that china hutch.
Minimum Skill Level: Intermediate
1” scale
TH8 – “On Island Time” Shop by Karen Benson
Class Fee: $69
What Winter Wonderland means to me - I will be headed south as quickly as possible. Join me in building your own quaint
shop named “On Island Time” just waiting to be filled with beachy themed “stuff” or maybe a bar or ice cream shop. The
inspiration for this shop is an actual ice cream shop in downtown West Palm Beach, FL. The shop is a 1:48 scale laser cut
original kit. The shop interior is a room that is removable from the back. No lighting is required because there is an acryic
covered opening in the top. Exterior dimensions are: 4 ¼” W x 4 ½” H x 3 ¼” D with the sidewalk. Interior dimensions are: 3 ¾”
W x 3” H x 2 7/8” D
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
¼” scale

Friday Classes
F1 – Cookie Cutters by Pete Boorum
Class Fee: $74
A winter wonderland would not be complete without warm cookies. We will truly be starting from scratch with a set of cookie
cutters. From an array of forms and strips of tin, we will bend the tin into the various shapes, which will then be soldered to hold
that shape. Along the way, we will make a good-sized pastry board, a cookie sheet and a set of tongs. Sugar cookies or
gingerbread? We will leave this to a later time, but your cutters will be able to produce polymer clay cookies.
Minimum Skill Level: All Levels
1” scale
F2 – Colorful Folk-Art Shelves & More by Ginger Landon Siegel
Class Fee: $60
Spend a morning learning the basics of the beautiful Norwegian folk art painting style know as Rosemaling. You will practice the
basic scrollwork and flower strokes before applying the techniques to the two shelves you will build in class. One shelf is a
unique triangular shape, and the other is a freestanding shelf that can be hung on a wall. In addition, you will learn a simple
technique to embellish painted designs of elaborate pieces made by actual Rosemaling artists. You will use these embellished
designs to make several round wall plaques, a star shaped trivet, a heart “box” and a single level shelf.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1” scale
F3 – Merry Mercantile by Taryn Reece
Class Fee: $114
We will create festive accessories, perfect for a general store, craft/sewing room or other Christmas projects. Class includes
supplies to make adorable lace & button cards with displays; a ribbon rack and ribbon spools; and a notions box overflowing with
various notions.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1” scale
F4 – Candy Cane Lane Gingerbread House by Barbara Engel
Class Fee: $44
This is a Gingerbread house for your 1” scale kitchen counter or worktable. The gingerbread house by itself measures 2” high.
After assembling the house, you will embellish it from an assortment of canes and cookies; add “frosting” and gingerbread men;
and attach to the gingerbread layout or spread over your worktable as a “work in progress”. There will be lots of cookies and
cane slices to choose from. The color scheme is traditional Christmas, as shown in the picture.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1” scale
F5 – One Inch Dressing a Bed by Cindy McDaniel
Class Fee: $44
This class will be learning how to dress a simple 1” scale bed. You will be shown how to make a basic bed skirt, making the
sheets with clean sharp corners and turned down bedspread. I will be bringing a variety of fabrics to choose from. The bed will
already be glued together and stained. You will also be given one to take home to dress with your own fabric. Note the fabric
shown is no longer available.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1” scale

Registered Workshops Continued
Friday Classes (continued)
F6 – Quarter Scale Breakfast by Carolyn McVicker
Class Fee: $79
It’s a snowy, blustering winter morning and you can’t wait to go out and play in the soft white snowflakes failing from the sky. But
wait! First you need to have a good breakfast to get your started. What better way than a cup of coffee, assorted pastries,
grapefruit halves, waffles and a plate of bacon, sunny side up eggs, toast with jelly and fruit. This is a breakfast meant to keep
you warm while you’re outside playing, working or just enjoying watching the snowflakes fall.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
¼” scale
F7 – A Favorite Place to Shop by Linda Tulchinsky
Class Fee: $99
There is a number of places I love to shop but this little shop is for you to decide where you like to shop. The brick is laser
etched on the outside walls ready for you to paint. Shingles and interior floor are included as is the fence and trestle. Two
display fixtures are included for the inside.
Minimum Skill Level: Intermediate
¼” scale
F8 – Wonder Winterland Gingerbread House by Betinha Murta
Class Fee: $112
I will teach how to make a special winter wonderland gingerbread house. The students will learn how to work with cold
porcelain, a soft no-bake clay, just air dry. I will provide all necessary material and students can bring their own tools.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1” scale
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